ON-CALL SCHEDULING

AUTOMATE STAFFING AND ON-CALL COMMUNICATION

When you need to reach on-call staff quickly, you don’t want to spend time searching schedules on whiteboards or sifting through spreadsheets to find the people you need.

Everbridge On-Call Scheduling combines real time shift calendars with integrated on-call notifications. Keep track of shifts for a single day or a rotating schedule using multiple calendar views. Set quotas to ensure minimum staffing requirements are met—based on number of employees, role, certification, skill, or other demographic features. From hospital to local government staffing — and more, Everbridge on-call scheduling helps you better manage your employees, and get the right message to the right person, at the right time.

USE CASES

+ Critical Communication for the Oncall teams
+ Build Oncall Shifts and Staff Rotation for IT groups
+ Create Day-based Scheduling for Public Safety
+ Enable Healthcare Organization to Manage Physician and Nurse Schedules
+ Share Scheduling among Designated Contacts
+ Manage the availability and Temporary Replacement on mobile Self Service
+ SAR and Hazmat team staffing
ON-CALL SCHEDULING

KEY CAPABILITIES

INTEGRATED ON-CALL NOTIFICATIONS

+ Use on-call resources as contacts to send multimodal notifications via SMS, email, push notification, and more.

+ Communicate with employees currently on a shift, or employees who are scheduled to be on a shift in the future.

+ Create a new rule on-the-fly based on a calendar, shift, or time of shift, and skill set, qualification, or occupation. For example, a rule can be set to send a notification to an employee who has a certain certification and is currently on shift.

+ Create a new rule on the fly in the notification workflow based on calendars, on-call employees, roles, and more.

+ Combine rules with notification escalation. If the first contact in the escalation tree doesn’t respond, the second contact is automatically reached.

EASY AND FLEXIBLE STAFFING

+ Multiple Ways to Staff the Shift to Meet Coverage.

+ Layered Staffing to match the organizational hierarchy and escalation

+ Easy Staff Rotation to

+ Flexible Staff Availability and Temporary Replacement Management

+ Self Service Staffing Management on the Mobile App

MULTIPLE VIEWS

+ New Call Tree View with Contact, Escalation and Availability Information

+ Monthly View to see who has been staffed

+ Shift View to view the shift’s staffing

+ Staff Schedule to view a single contact’s scheduling plan

MANAGE CALENDARS AND SHIFTS

+ Unlimited Calendar Creation

+ Create Weekly or Daily Shifts.

+ Manage Calendars in Multiple Views

About Everbridge

Everbridge, Inc. (NASDAQ: EVBG), is a global software company that provides critical communications and enterprise safety applications that enable customers to automate and accelerate the process of keeping people safe and businesses running during critical events. Everbridge is based in Boston and Los Angeles with additional offices in San Francisco, Beijing and London.

For a full product description, along with best practices and product details please see the Everbridge User Guide and Everbridge University.